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FOD-grabber system description

1 Description of the system with all most important details 
how to understand the system and what it can do

.1 Technical description of FOD-Grabber main elements in 
short dense text

.1.1 Scanner unit with mount and encapsulation
1.1.2   Integrated zoom camera for identification of debris
1.1.3  Network solution with main PC and scanner units
1.1.4  Computer technical hard ware
.5 Computer software
.6 LAN system / Net work of scanners and computers
1.1.7  Reference elements and fail safe confirmation

.2 FOD related problems at airports and what the results 
can be for aircrafts and airport

.1 Debris definition of what can be making troubles at airports

.1.1 Lost and dropped parts from aircrafts definition

.1.2 Parts of aircrafts and tools

.1.3 Parts from cars and trucks operating at airport

.1.4 Birds and animals and what they can create in problems

.1.5 Stones in tyre rifles and groves

.1.6 Lost cars and disoriented driving / drivers

.1.7 Persons who shall not be there / unwanted guests

.1.8 Particle and small stone problems

.1.9 Snow and water on runways

.1.10 Rain and water on runway

.1.11 Aircrafts on runways

.2 Extra features and Options of FOD grabber

.2.1 Option  Snow level information

.2.2 Option  Ground radar back up system and / replacement

.2.3 Option  Aircraft detection, confirmation, location and 
presence.

.2.4 Option  Water lakes on runways.
1.2.2.5 Optional  Detection of intruders and unexpected guests 

and unidentified movements

1.3 Costs related to debris and damages caused by debris 
at airports

1.3.1  Airport related costs
1.3.2  Aircraft related costs

2.0   Laser radar technology and LADAR system.
2.1  Laser radar unit distance meter unit
2.2   Laser safety and theoretical dangers of lasers
2.3  Laser scanner unit
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2.4   Zoom camera for image back up viewer.
.5 Software and algorithms
.5.1 Calculation method of mathematics.
.5.1.1 Volumetric deviation method.
.5.1.2 Pixel deviation density method
2.5.2  Test sequence of the scanner and what it can do

2.6  Alternative solutions for FOD detection and 
the limits

.1 Why we have laser radar and what problems it has and 
gives.

.2 Problems and questions about laser radar systems

.2.1 Dense fog questions

.2.2 Light rain questions

.2.3 Dense rain questions

.2.4 Rain and water on runway effects

.2.5 Snow related matters and questions

3                                     Definition of FOD Grabber debris alarm system and an 
installation

.1 Demands of the system and outputs

.1.1 Typical demands of commercial airfields of max. debris 
dimensions

3.1.2  Speed of checking the critical areas.
3.1.3 Typical demands of military airfields in debris dimensions 

and speed

.2 Areas and distances checked by the FOD grabber 
design 

3.3.1  FOD-Grabber SR short range model 
3.3.2  FOD-Grabber LR long-range model

3.4 Comments about resolution of FOD Grabber.
3.4.1 Over sampling range values and 3D values.
3.4.2 Hot areas versus less hot areas.
3.4.3 Super dense scanning mode

3.5 Debris definition

3.6 How to define scanned areas in an airport in a typical 
application

3.6.1  Commercial airport installation
3.6.1.1  Key priority areas of the airfield.
3.6.1.2  Interesting areas but not key areas.
3.6.2  Military airport installation.

4  Options of the FOD Grabber system.
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.1 Protectomatic readers and what they do and offer.

.2 Range gated camera Sealynx solution

.3 Thermal cameras in combination with FOD Grabber.

5.0  Installation of scanner units at an airfield

5.1.    Scanner locations at airfield.
5.1.1   The chair tricks. Practical way for checking best 

positions.
5.1.2   Mount and bracket of the scanner unit
5.1.2.1 Installation in areas with no frost and not below zero Degree 

C in temp.
5.1.2.2  Installation in areas with frost and below zero 

temperature in the basement
5.2   Hard ware installation of the scanner unit
5.3   Electrical connection of scanner and start up.
5.4   Net work of scanners and 3D appearance.
5.5    LAN and the network
5.5.1   Optional LAN over power line adapters.
5.5.2   Fibre LAN network solution
5.6    Scanner  unit PC system controller
5.6.1   PC in scanner unit. (Standard versions)
5.6.2   PC in central unit (Special versions)
5.6.3   Scanner software for heavy mathematics.
5.7   Central operators interface PC system
5.8   Camera network solution with long range zoom.

6  Starting up the system at an air field

.1 Scanner start up

.2 Generating a master 3D map of the area

7  Technical specifications in detail

7.1  Scanner unit detailed technical specifications
7.1.1   Scanner head
7.1.2   Scanning mechanics
7.1.3   Mount and brackets of scanner unit
7.1.4   Integrated camera unit specifications
7.1.5   Pan and tilt camera unit 
7.1.6   Scanner PC unit
.7 Central PC unit
.8 Net work and LAN
 
8 Quality control with FOD grabber
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9 ISO quality validation 9000 

10 Attachments and images.

• Boeing document about FOD and costs (FOD Costs Boeing)

Nice summary about this problems and costs of repairs at aircrafts.

* Boeing FOD matter summary. (FOD summary Boeing)

Complete analyze of a lot FOD related matters with many awaking pictures.

• FOD Grabber data sheet (FOD Grabber)

First data sheets of FOD Grabber system. 

• Laseroptronix FOD Tests (FOD Test)

Test results of FOD grabber system in test run 2 early 2005

* Laseroptronix FOD Detector solution. 

Images over system layout of an airport solution by Laseroptronix FOD grabber

**********************************************!!*************************************************

1.1 Technical description of FOD-grabber main elements in short dense 
text

FOD Grabber is based on a standard l solution for detecting debris only. To this we 
have options that are not yet implemented and these are always extra. Options can 
always be added later to existing systems as it is a modular design and it is very 
flexible.
FOD grabber is a laser radar based system for detection of debris and foreign 
objects on runways at airports. The laser radar systems admit operation in day and 
night time and is not sensitive of object colours. The system is fully 3D in its 
operation and what is detected is known in exact position as well as its real 3D 
shape.

* Basic FOD-Grabber system have the key functions to find debris and 
an operators interface with a terminal.
* Option can help to share information to more people and several 

terminals.
* Options can give functions like special ground radar functions with high 

resolution and ID capabilities.
*  Options can give functions like detection and identification of 

intruders and own staff in areas with ID checking of all events detected.
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* Options can offer watch functions over areas where aircrafts are parked 
to see if anyone has been there and this with same sensor that detects 
debris in the same area. 

This is a complicated application where all customers want something unique. No 
airport is like any other airport. There will always be a discussion and special offer. 
Basic scanners and software are always very similar. Differences are more in 
software and options.

FOD Grabber consists of following main parts.

1.1.1  Scanner unit with mount and encapsulation

FOD Grabber has a scanner unit that scans the preset 
area by a laser beam. The laser beam is pulsed into very 
short pulses with high peak power but little energy. By 
time of flight calculations the distance can be calculated 
to what gives a reflex of the laser beam. The pulse length 
can be as short as 1 nanosecond and it gives 5000 
pulses per sec. Laser is green and not invisible. Power is 
harmless for the eye and the system is certified in laser 
safety class 1 to EN norms.
The scanner has two movement directions and can be 
set to scan an irregular shaped surface only. Scanning 
speed and scanning pattern can be fully controlled.
Scanner can have a protection enclosure for bad 
weather and an external zoom camera.
The scanner can be also described as a laser radar 

Ladar unit. Compare to radar but we use light and no radio waves. The 
shorter wavelength gives a far better resolution compared to what a 
radio gives.
The scanner unit have an external weather shield protecting against sun 
heat and rain. Image at top show with no shield mounted.
FOD grabber laser radar is different in its characteristics as it can sense 
very small objects at long range. Earlier models of laser radar did not 
have this capability to resolve the small pieces. Theoretical resolution 
can be as high as a 5 mm object at 100-meter distance. Practical it is not 
very far from this.

* Options for FOD Grabber scanner unit

Optional heaters can handle arctic climates. 
Optional coolers can be used when it is very hot and sunny
Optional mounts and brackets for installation of the scanner
Optional blast protector that is a door closed when there is a jet blast 
over the scanner location, which can damage the optics.
Optional stabilized cooled mount for better stability over large 
temperature deviations
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1.1.2  Integrated zoom camera for identification of debris

There are many reasons to look at what is detected and cause an alarm. False 
alarms are costly and there will be false alarms caused by several reasons. Debris 
and FOD can demand different reactions. To reduce these problems we have an 
integrated high quality zoom camera, which can take an image and transmit it to the 
staff so they can see what has happened and what caused the alarm from the 
scanner.  
The integrated camera is used for defining the scanning areas when the system is 
installed. This camera can also generate a mosaic of several images up to 9 Mega-
pixels in size.
There is also an optional separate zoom camera with an own pan and tilt unit 
operating independent of the scanner unit. We use a 128X digital zoom high 

resolution CCD camera for this. The zoom 

admits to see small objects at long range.

Why use a camera so see the FOD?
Alarms for lost aircraft parts need other actions than a bird on runway and this must 
be clear for staff at airport from begin. The best way to control is to have a view of 
what caused the alarm so operator can see what is best to do. This does also give a 
better understanding about what and where the problems are and helps to prevent 
future problems.
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Image at left shows some debris in 10X zoom view. 128 X is more detailed.
Image at right shows the 3D perspective view of FOD grabber over same area
Pls. note shadows behind the debris and the concentration of points on front of the 
debris.

1.1.3 Network solution with main PC and scanner units

Several scanners can be connected together in a network. They have overlapping 
scanned areas and all information is available in the system control PC system.
The system is a LAN network and normally there is a main central PC for control and 
administration of the entire system.
Different areas may have different needs and some areas have higher demands in 
resolution and speed etc.

1.1.4 Computer technical hard ware

All is based on PC systems and Windows software with application software. All 
scanners have a PC computer for all heavy calculations needed to find the debris.
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The system has a central PC for operators interface. The PC is normally installed at 
scanner unit and do all calculations and control. 
When FOD is found it transmits its data + image to the main PC system where also 
the staff of airport is available. Here the staff can view it. Information can be shared 
over the network and there can be several stations where all can be viewed.
Options can transmit information to the staff handling the cleaning of the airport and 
we can offer direct access by the mobile groups in a cars/ trucks.

1.1.5 Computer software

All solutions are PC and based on Windows environment. Standard PC soft wares 
are used when possible. Protocols are standard LAN with TCP/IP communication 
protocol.
Computers can be used for 100% automatic control but everyone with long 
experience in advanced computers do know this is not working very well in real 
world. Competent staff gets a very well adapted presentation of what is detected and 
analyse and make the needed decisions.

The screens can present all incidents in following layouts

• Video image of debris
• 3D view of what the debris looks like with its dimensions
• Optional mark on a map about where it is located in a coordinate 

system. Preferable we can use Geo reference coordinates like what a 
DGPS use for navigation and surveying. (WGS 84 Standard)

Top left image of the area by the integrated 
small camera
Top right the screen dump of the area with 
the debris highlighted by its many hits by the 
laser ladar. The checks showed less 10 mm 
dimensional 3D errors of the object. The 
height of the nut was correct within 3 mm. 
The nut height can be resolved from the steel 
plate
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Bottom left top view of what was used as debris.
If we look carefully of the 3D view on the screen we can see the hexagon screw 
nut and the height of it. This shows the high pin pointing capable by the FOD-
Grabber system.

1.1.6 LAN system / Net work of scanners and computers 

Top image shows an idea of what a system can look like with an array of sensors and 
LAN with PC-systems connected.
Network communication use standard LAN systems. Protocol is TCP /IP, W-LAN can 
be used but we prefer cable-based solutions by safety and security reasons.
Cable based systems are easier to control and encryption is used.
We have an advanced solution for LAN over main voltage cables or AC cables. This 
is carrier frequency operating and is encrypted and very secure. This admits to use 
airport illumination or any other available cable beside runways for the network.

1.1.7 Reference elements and fail safe confirmation / ISO 9000

Normally we use reference targets beside runway for confirmation the system 
operates as planned. These are used at far end of range to confirm we can see then 
in the situation we have just now. This tells the system operates as expected. It does 
also tell if weather gives any problems.
We do also recommend mounting a few fixed debris objects beside the runway and 
to detect them now and then for confirmation the operation is OK. This shows the 
resolution capability.
These events can be logged in the database so quality stamping of operation 
according to ISO 9000 demands is solved in a simple and nice way. The capability of 
qualified self-check and automatic confirmation tests match the future needs of a 
high quality airport. This does also secure security to avoid accidents and see the 
papers can match lawyer’s acts in court if this will happen.

1.2 FOD related problems at airports and what results can be
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FOD can cause a lot of problems in airports. FOD is not very well defined but can be 
almost anything. This depends on where airport is located and what it looks like.
This list we here give is general but shown what can happen.

.1 Debris definition of what can be making troubles at airports

This are no real International Standards or EU/EN norms and we have created what 
seems to be what airports expect to detect in FOD. It is also matched to what 
aircrafts can handle in practical terms. We have discussed this need with several 
airports and some people with long experience in this problem.

.1 Lost and dropped parts from aircrafts 

This can be a lot of things like screws, mainframe parts 
and forgotten parts falling off when aircraft is moving. 
Forgotten tools from service work can be dropped on 
runways. Stop blocks has been found in strange 
locations.
Close to gate there are different problems and there can 
be persons, parked cars, luggage and many others parts 
that is some kind of debris and make problems. Jet blast 

areas can be checked so debris are not catapulted far away and make 
damage there.

.2 Parts of rubber from collapsed and exploded tyres. 

Stop blocks / wheel pads for wheels which have been found on runways 
many times. These are often dropped by less skilled staff in small private 
aircrafts.
Exploding tyres create heavy debris. This must be cleaned away 
immediately. If unidentified debris like tyre rubber parts is found it shall 
immediately start up a check so the parent aircraft is traced and warned.
Sometimes the pilot hears noise when take off and fear something has 
been lost. Here we have the verification tool so pilot can get rapid 
information if something was dropped at take off. Traffic can continue 
when runways are checked for the parts, which save large costs.

.3 Parts of trucks and cars

Parts from cars and trucks can be dropped on run and taxi ways. These 
cars are not as well checked as aircrafts. Many trucks loose screws and 
bolts now and then. 
Snow moving equipment is a typical problematic issue. Often these 
trucks and equipment are used outside the airport and when passed into 
the area not checked for loose parts.

.4 Birds and animals
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Birds and animals can be considered as moveable debris and cause a 
lot of problems. Birds cause many accidents, which are very costly for 
engine checks and repairs. If you can find them automatically this save 
many problems. 
Almost all airports have some bird related problems. Here we have a 
solution reducing the problems a bit.

.5 Stones in tyre rifles and groves

Winter run way cleaning by trucks is a large problem. Often stones grabs 
between rifles in tyres and fall off when operating on runways. These are 
stones up to 50-100 mm diameter and very dangerous. Between the twin 
tyres in larger trucks there can be over 100 mm diameter stones large 
enough to cause a tyre explosion on an aircraft.
Often there are maintenance works inside the airport areas like cable 
digging and here stones can be moved out into the forbidden areas.

.6 Lost cars and disoriented driving / drivers (Optional solution)

Cars who are lost at airport and driver make severe mistakes. They can 
appear on wrong location and cause accidents. Debris is maybe not the 
word but it is a real problem.
Cars can be detected by the scanner as debris or if preferred we offer an 
optional software to sort them out as an alarm. We can then identify 
them and send this information to anyone who is interested to know
(Optional solutions are offered by Laseroptronix based on a special RFID 
tagging system that can tell ID of which car is where. This can be 
integrated to the FOD-Grabber system.)

.7 Persons who shall not be there / unwanted guests

Persons moving at wrong locations and wrong timing. This can be all 
from staff to terrorists and crazy people. They are a problem and they 
can be detected by FOD Grabber.

.8 Particle and small stone problems

Smaller stones / gravel and particles not easy viewed and not very 
dangerous but they damage front edges of turbines and gives expensive 
maintenance costs for the engines. Blasted turbine blades are very 
costly. In short ranged FOD grabber can see stones only a few mm 
large.
Swedish air force did once specify that gravel of over 3 mm is a real 
problem and cause damage. This may be hard to detect by FOD-
Grabber but at shorter ranges we are in that area of resolution if surface 
is flat enough.
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.1 Snow and frozen water / ice (optional solution)

Snow on runway is an other kind of debris. We can sense thickness and 
map the snow thickness as well as certify the snow moving quality. The 
master 3D map of runway can be subtracted from the new generated 3D 
map and the skin on top of the master map is then the layer of snow 
(Debris) By surveying software this can be calculated to volumes and 
thickness and is the perfect tool for quality control of runways in wither 
time. We can quality check the thickness and removing of snow at the 
airport exactly. We can also send information maintenance staff so they 
can remove snow in best way to lowest costs.
Clear ice appears as water in most cases. The signal loss tells it is a 
hard clear surface with very low friction. This can be a warning option for 
bad friction if needed.

.10 Rain and water on runway (optional solution)

Rain making smaller lakes on runway can also be a kind of debris. This 
is a real and hard problem. FOD-Grabber can give alarm for this danger. 
Water is very different to runways and will show a signal loss as the 
reflex of the surface is almost zero and gives no reflected light.
Today it happens that aircrafts have problems to stop when it is raining 
too much. Here we have the tool to see when there are problems with 
surfing tyres or not.
Optional scanning functions can make rapid low-resolution scans for 
water alone. We can map the areas with water surface on runways.

.11 Aircrafts on runway (option)

Several accidents have been caused by aircrafts in wrong positions. The 
ground radar can see them in most cases. FOD grabber does offer an 
other way to back up the ground radar system. 
Normally we see the aircraft as very large debris and then we can sort 
them out by dimensions and size.

1.2.2 Extra features and options of FOD grabber / non standard options

We have several options adding valuable added value for the FOD 
Grabber system. All operate in same network and share information with 
external units when wanted. The FOD grabber is modular and all options 
can be added later.

.1 Snow level information

Snow is a form of debris and as we can measure the thickness and 
where it is we can give rapid information to snow moving staff. It is 
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possible to generate a 3D map over the area with the snow depth 
everywhere in the area. 
Cost savings in a total snow depth control on runways are very large. 
This is the input tool to control this problem in the best way.
ISO 9000 related information could be stored so quality of the snow 
problems can be checked and analyzed later.

.2 Ground radar back up system and / or replacement

Back up for ground radar system. We are far more detailed and can see 
what radars cannot see at all. No radar will see what we can see and this  
is a good back up as well as a replacement in some area of the airport 
where radar have problems to search.
FOD Grabber can see many things normal radar systems cannot detect

• Pedestrians and persons
• Birds and animals
• Small cars and workers tools
• 3D shapes of aircrafts with high resolution 

.3 Aircraft detection, confirmation, location and presence. 

As we see with 3D views we can see differences between 
  aircrafts and models and give very valuable info 
for security. We can detect the 3D shape in such a detail that two 
aircrafts similar in size can be separated with cm accuracy. This includes 
stealth military aircrafts invisible for normal radar systems.

.4 Water lakes on runways. 

These problems can be detected and alarms can be sent too aircrafts 
about water surfing problems with long breaking distance.
Water lakes gives no reflex and lost signals and by the reflex level and 
lost signals it is not very complicated to make a water lake map over the 
area. This can be transmitted to security officers to make it easier to 
understand when the airport has problems with water surfing wheels and 
bad friction.
This information can also control staff that can remove the water with 
rubber scrapers.
Statistical software can analyze this and see where it is a need to 
improve the runways.

1.2.2.5 Detection of intruders and unexpected guests and movements

Ladar detect in 3D and can detect and sort by dimension and shape. 
Then we can sort out larger objects like persons and cars from debris of 
normal definition. The capability to detect persons can help to alarm for 
unwanted visitors in homeland security related applications.
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If debris is large and move it can give special alert for traffic control and 
security staff that someone is there which shall not be there.
Ladar systems see far smaller objects than radar can do and here we 
have additional eyes for controlling the airport activities.

1.3 Problems caused by debris and foreign objects

Debris cause many problems and dangers in airports. Here we list a few 
of them. In a report by aviation authorities it is indicated that total world 
vide cost for FOD related problems with aircrafts is about USD 4 Billions 
per year. If all airports have a good FOD detector a large part of this can 
be saved.

1.3.1 Exploding tyres 

Large debris can destroy tyres and cause an explosion. This can cause a 
very dangerous situation if it happens at high speed. Pls. compare the 
Concorde accident caused by an exploding tyre at high speed.

1.2.3.2 Engine dropout and failure

Hard parts in the turbine can make large damages and a motor stop. 
Soft objects like birds do make damages and needs for expensive 
checks. 
Larger parts into the turbine need a costly check and expensive service. 
If flight is delayed, motor replaced etc. the cost for a stone alone can be 
higher than one complete installation of FOD grabbers on a complete 
airfield. Many commercial jet engines have a cost in the area of USD 10 
millions. Savings of a single engine in replacement pay all what is 
needed for FOD Grabber in a large airport and still you have a lot of 
money left in the hands.

1.2.3.3 Lifetime related problems

Turbines eating small stones in the 3-10 mm diameter area do normally 
give a substantial wear and damage of turbine blades front faces. This is 
often not noticed and if so it appears like a shorter lifetime question. If 
noticed it do often need a careful check of the motor.
In a military airport this was carefully checked and estimated to be over 
USD 200 000 per year / fighter aircraft and per year. Stone blasted 
turbine blades are costly and not always considered as a debris problem.
Tests in Sweden shows that turbines make a vertical vortex in front of 
inlet. This is so strong that it can lift massive metal parts up in the air and 
into the engine. This is mostly at low speed.
Higher speed does not have some effects, as particles will pass behind 
the turbines
Gravel size alarms need a very good resolution and here the optical 
laser radar is by far the best solution.
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1.2.3.4 Bird alarms

Birds are costly and create a lot of different problems from going into 
turbines to just stopping traffic until removed. FOD-grabber detects the 
birds and gives an alert for the tower. If they are detected early they will 
give less problems and less accidents.
The camera image of the alarms of FOD can be relayed to the tower so 
they have a quick alert about the problem. Camera can be operated 
independent of the FOD detector for normal surveillance.

1.2.3.5 FOD and aircraft security.

FOD related problems have caused crashes and total loss of aircrafts 
and the passengers. Today’s old solution with a high-speed pass by a 
car now and then is not very safe and secure. This depends on an alert 
driver and good eyes. 
The stop of take on and take off on inspection duration has a high cost 
and can cause accidents itself if car is not away fast enough or forgotten. 
No movements in runways are a clear advantage.
ISO 9000 related questions and manual checks are not a good 
combination. Here we offer a solution, which is independent of man 
works and automatic. This is far better.
We do recommend putting a reference target at a certain position close 
by the runway and this is always scanned and searched for a FOD. Here 
we have a synthetic debris and if this is not detected it will confirm 
system is in correct operation or not. This is automatic and simple and 
adds a level of security and quality assurance in what FOD grabber can 
offer.

.6 Structural damages

It happens that debris hits the fuselage and wings with high costs and 
dangers as results. There are photos on Internet with wings with large 
holes from debris.

1.3 Costs related to debris and damages caused by debris at airports

FOD can be very costly for airport as well as the aircraft owners. Now 
the costs are hidden and in different accounts which shall pay. 
Pls. see other parts in this paper for more info.
We have heard that the total costs wide an aircraft damages and costs 
caused by debris is in the area of USD 4 billions per year

1.3.1 Airport related costs

Costs for inspections are high. There is man time and logistics to handle. 
There must be breaks in traffic and with today’s tight schedules this is 
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very costly. Missing one departure of one single aircraft and rush hours 
several times daily is not cheap in the long run.
Inspection car and staff are needed but now we can replace them with 
the FOD-Grabber system. 
Logistics to see the car used today and where it is just now is a cost. 
This is also a danger when cars drive on runways.

1.3.2 Aircraft related costs

Costs for large debris can be very high with a stopped flight departure, 
new aircraft, missed connection flights for passengers and maybe hotel 
for 400 persons.
Motor exchange and complete inspection is terrible high.
Costs for small stone blasting in turbines is also high and this adds 
maintenance cost a lot and demands shorter services and inspection 
times.
Costs in Military aircrafts maintenance of 1 single engine per year can be 
over USD 200 000. This indicates a high hidden cost here. 
We have heard the costs can be far over USD 1 million in worst case 
caused by a single stone alone if a larger repair is needed.

2.0  Laser radar technology   LADAR systems.

2.1 Laser radar unit distance meter unit

Laser radar is different to radar as it uses light and not microwaves. Light 
have far shorter wavelength and this admits a far better resolution than 
what radar can do.
Radar systems can not be focused to small beams and the best radar 
systems do something in the area of 1 degree in beam divergence equal 
to 1,7 meter art 100 meter in distance. To resolve smaller objects is very 
complex and adds many problems.
FOD-Grabber uses a state of art solution with very high pinpointing 
capability. We can see a 10 mm object at 100 meter in distance equal to 
0,1 miliradian in resolution.
The laser beam is pulsed and a detector detects the reflected light and 
calculates the distance as well as the value of reflectivity. The laser pulse 
length is about 1 nanosecond. 
A very fast detector and time counter electronics detect the reflex from 
any object hit by the laser beam. Timing from when the pulse was sent 
and when the reflex was detected is calculated to a distance value.  
Advanced electronics make an absolute accuracy of less 3 mm in 
distance possible for each individual laser pulse. 

2.2  Laser safety and theoretical dangers of lasers

Laser unit is a Q-Switched frequency doubled YAG laser operating at 
532 nm green light. Average power and pulse energies are so low that 
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the laser is a class 1 device when scanned. In fix pointing it is still 
harmless for the eyes.
This is equal to CD ROMs in laser exposure and the unit is totally 
harmless for the eyes. The laser is certified to EN demands as a class 1 
device when scanned

2.3 Laser scanner unit

The scanner is a high precision pan and tilt unit with up down inside the 
scanner head and a horizontal scanner by rotation of the scanner head.
Pinpointing accuracy is less 5 mm at 100 meter in distance.
The internal scanner software can set scanning pattern and irregular 
areas can be scanned by a preset pattern.
All scanners have an integrated camera unit showing the scanned area. 
When connected to an external PC the image of the camera can be 
viewed. The desired scanning area can be set by the mouse marker 
where the border area is marked ob the image of the camera. After this 
the scanner is operating inside this marked area only.
Scanner is always operating in a very flat angle to surface as it is 
installed very close

2.4  Zoom camera for image back up viewer.

FOD-grabber does also have an extra camera with a high zoom camera 
with up to 128X magnification. This is used to zoom the detected objects 
to see what they are. To see 10 mm or smaller objects at 100-meter 
distance there is a need for very powerful zoom optics. The zoom is 
computer controlled and we use a 17-inch monitor for viewing and a PC 
for all settings. The camera images can be stored in the PC in a 
database or used for other purposes.

2.5 Software and algorithms

The software is the key for detecting what is wanted to detect. The ladar 
system generates 5000 individual 3D coordinates per sec. This demands 
high processing capabilities and algorithms with high efficiency.
Scanner has an own powerful microprocessor, which can do some 
calculations. It can transmit what is processed by a network interface by 
TCP/ IP protocol.
Each scanner has its own PC system making all heavy calculations and 
comparisons.

The 3D view of the area is memorized with a very high resolution of all 
checked areas. First time when system is calibrated it read all the area 
including natural deviations and equipment. This includes all installations 
like runway lights, which have shapes not very different to debris. The 
lamps are defined in shape and position as each part of the runway. We 
use the name voxel coordinates equal to volume pixels for each point of 
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interest. The voxel dimension is similar to the minimal size of detectable 
debris.

2.5.1 Calculation method of mathematics.

As scanner is low positioned and the angle of incidence is very flat 
natural variations if flatness will give very large variations if point density 
calculated in scanned angles. Flatter is less dense. If there is a sudden 
flatness deviation like debris it is always pointing up in angle a lot 
compared to the flat runway. This have the effect that there will be a very 
large increase in calculated values over the scanned angles cowering 
the debris. This is related to what it looks like when nothing is there.
The differences can be calculated to a volume of what is there compared 
to the memorized 3D map of the area.
As runways are often V-shaped to get rain away from the runway surface 
this can make a scanner operating on booth sided of centre hard to 
work. This may make a need for one scanner per side needed.

2.5.1.1 Volumetric deviation method.

This method checks for distance deviations in shape between master 
scan and new scans. This calculates the 3D difference of the runway and 
when this is over a certain value it indicate an alarm. On flat surfaces the 
difference is normally easiest to compare in height. At less 1 degree in 
laser beam incident angle to runway a 10 mm high object will give a very 
large variation in distance (see triangle 1 degree in angle and 10 mm 

high). This is a very clear 
deviation, which is easy to detect.

Image of scanned area. St right 
there is a hammer on the asphalt. 
The front side have very dense 
matrix of points. Behind the 
hammer there is a white area 
with no 3D points at all. Hammer 
is about 25 cm in length and the 
whole area is well over 1 meter.

2.5.1.2 Pixel deviation density method
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Mapping the runway surface in 
3D with constant steps in 
vertical and horizontal angle 
will give a pattern of hits, 
which is rather constant if the 
surface is flat. Deviations will 
give many more values but 
behind the deviation there will 
be a reduce amount of hits. 
This is very obvious and 
showed in some images we 
have in this description.
Runway lamps are between 7 
mm and 14 mm in height for 
modern designs. The side 
facing the scanner will give 
many hits in a bird view of 
perspective at a very short 
distance range
The area behind is in shadow 
and has very few range 

 values.
If we scan the area and memorize all 3D values this can be a matrix. 
New scans will see all debris as a sudden amount of more values in a 
short intense area. Behind this area there is a shadow and almost no 
values at all. This is very obvious and a clear simple mathematical 
description. Variation of hits per area in bird’s eye of view is simple and 
robust.

.5.2 Test sequence of the scanner and what it can do

Image grabbed with the internal camera unit. This is not at an airport but tell a lot 
about capabilities of FOD grabber system.

This was done a winter day in Sweden at 60-
meter distance. The asphalt is rough and some 
snow is there so contract of target is very bad.

The target is about 100 mm long and white 
painted steel. The largest surface is exposed to 
the scanner. There is a Hexagon screw at top 
visible for the scanner.

3D perspective view of the object. One white dot 
is a 3D coordinate by the scanner. Here we look 
at about 45 degree down to the surface.
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There are many hits on the front of the debris and we have about 100 points at front 
only. The perspective gives a white cloud of points at front and a shadow surface 
behind the debris. This is very typical for debris and makes them very easy to detect 
and see in 3D.

The tested debris in a hand to show the dimensions in a simple way.

Pls. see attachment with more about this at end of this document.

2.6 Alternative solutions for FOD detection and their limitations

All solutions have good and less good sides. Laser radar is no exception in any 
way. If the application debris and foreign objects is considered the laser radar 
seems to be the best solution compared to alternatives but with its limitations.

The alternative to a ladar seems to be an mm radar system and booth uses the 
electro optical spectra for transmissions. The difference is the wavelength.

• Radar based systems  

These have problems in resolution and transparent objects. Transparent objects 
can be plastics and composites and dry wood parts. These let the radar see 
through and can be invisible.
Flat metallic surfaces can make total reflexes making the reflex totally lost. Pls. 
see stealth technology and shaped surfaces used here. If you have a piece like 
what exploded the tyres of the Concorde and align it is parallel with the radar it 
have a small front surface. Here there are questions if it can be detected and if so 
at what range. The flat surfaces act in stealth ways.
Limited resolution makes small stone detection impossible and this is a key for 
the application.  
The problem to separate runway lights from FOD is also a key problem

• Camera systems

These are 2D and operate with a grey scale. Looking almost into sun combined 
with darkest nights with strong lamps in the field of view makes this not realistic.  
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Cameras with 1 million to 1 in dynamic range + 12 bits grey scale + very smart 
software are needed and these do not exist. 
What will happen if the debris is in same colour as the runway surface? No 
contrast characteristics are rather common.

• Reflex and grey scale detectors

This must also handle sun and darkness. Grey scale differs a lot in ambient light 
and results are a generator of false alarms and not a real operating detector. Gray 
scale difference can be very small and hard to detect.

• Thermal cameras

Debris can have large variations in temperature and runway lights are hot spots. 
This is not realistic in practical terms. It is not 100% clear the debris have a 
difference in temperature, which is easy to see in all cases.

* General problems of all systems and solutions for FOD detection

All solutions have some general problems. An optical solution depends of 
weather and sight distance. Milli meter radar has problems with rain as well as 
the optical solutions. None will work in a tropical shower. Optical systems do not 
like dense fog and snow. 
The laser radar approach has at least the unique capability of the demanded 
resolution in good weather and here there is no alternative. This is unique.

2.6.1 Why we have laser radar and what problems it have and give.

Why is the laser radar is by far the best solution for a FOD detector? 
Here we give some comments why we have laser radar and what problems and 
limitations we have.

*  Key factor is the fact that it has no alternative. In good 
weather no alternative can see with a resolution good enough. We 
estimate the laser radar of FOD Grabber design can see at least 5-10 
times better than what radar systems can do. If competition cannot work 
as demanded in good weather they are no option at all.

* In less good weather it is mostly better than radar systems except dense 
fog where radar may be better but still not good enough.

* In heavy rain it does not work OK and when rain is splashing it is out of 
operation. Alternatives are not useable here as rain disturb them as well 
as our system

* It can operate in sunshine and total darkness as it has its own light. No 
independence of ambient light or special light sources outside the unit.
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* It is fully 3D and all what is viewed have a 3D coordinate with sub cm 
accuracy.

* It has the pinpointing accuracy with sub cm to a few mm in resolution. 
This is far better than anything else. IT is also in the area of demands for 
a good FOD detector system.

* It can store a 3D master map and compare with new updated scans for a 
real 3D comparison.

* It is independent of grey scale and colours. We see black and white 
targets and even a hole in the runway as a 3D deviation. 

* It can see all but optically transparent objects. Glass pieces can in theory 
be invisible  but as edges gives retro reflexes like a cat eye we can see 
almost all in small clear  glass pieces as FOD

* We can memorize things in the area like runway lighting and other 
deviations and even see new objects on top of the static objects that 
shall be there.

* We can detect and measure snow thickness as well as grass height and 
shape.

2.6.2 Problems with laser radar systems

There are limitations with a laser radar system.  This is an optical 
solution and all having effects on sight and clear air will have some 
effects on a laser radar system. 
What you can see you can measure is a sentence we have in Sweden. 
In many ways the system is comparable with the eyes as the optical 
characteristics are similar.

2.6.2.1 Dense fog questions

Fog absorbs energy and reduces distance of operation. The system can 
see a white wall of fog and loose values when dense enough. Here you 
have a whiteout and see nothing behind it.
Practical tests say if you can see with eyes you can often measure. This 
is a bit simple definition but tell about what will happen when dense fog 
is there. If weather is bad the airports do often close so this is often a 
smaller problem

2.6.2.2 Light rain questions

It can operate rather well but when density in rain goes up range is lost. 
The system can see this problem and alarm for unreliable operation. In 
some cases a slower scanning can help but not always.
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The smart computer filter algorithms can solve this problem efficiently so 
this is a very small problem.

2.6.2.3 Dense rain questions

The system stops and is unreliable. Tropical showers will give splashes 
hiding the runway anyway + absorbs and splits the laser beam so this is 
a real limitation.
If rain is dense and we use the smart filters we can see with reduced 
resolution. Larger objects can be detected but the smallest are behind 
the rain splash and not visible.
All other solutions are not better here so we are equal or better than 
alternatives.

2.6.2.4 Rain and water on runway effects
Water surfaces give almost no reflex and the beam reflex is lost. This is 
in some ways water debris and can cause severe problems as wheels 
can surf on the water with limited breaking and friction. Lost beam by 
water can be a useable problem.
Water gives a different surface on runway and is by this definition debris.
The options can map the water lakes and tell airport control what 
problems there are just now in water on runways.

.5 Snow related matters and questions

Snow stops measurements if is too dense. The snowflakes can create 
reflexes detected as debris in the air. Small flakes can be OK. The rain 
algorithm filters do also work on snow.
Snow on runway lift up the 3D matrix of the runway and can give alarms. 
This is an advantage when measuring snow depth. 
Snow can also hide dangerous objects so it is good to know the snow 
depth to understand what can be under the surface. Pieces of hard ice can 
be detected and this is a problem if they are on runway.

* 3            Definition of FOD Grabber debris alarm system and an installation

3.1 Demands of the system and outputs. How to understand the 
demands

Question 1 is what is needed of the system. Our discussions in this area 
have been very complicated, as it seems to be no standards of 
demands. Everyone have their own demand and ideas about this. By 
this reason we have looked through all inputs we have got and 
summarized all. We have also discussed with pilots and service 
engineers what is needed. We have also got a unique information about 
a long time analyze by a military aviation expert with special knowledge 
about maintenance problems and costs.
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From this we have extracted what seems best and realistic and make an 
own expectation and demand lists for a system. Until no standards are 
available we prefer to use this, as it seems what is closest to be what is 
needed.
We have noticed a difference between military airfields and commercial 
airfields.
Military airfields are more concern about the maintenance costs of 
turbines. Here the owner is often the same as operator and all costs are 
cowered by the same account.
Commercial airfields have different accounts for the maintenance as this 
is the aircraft company who pay this and the runway related costs and 
general security.

3.1.1 Typical demands of commercial airfields of max. debris dimensions

Runways close to touch down and take off positions on runway 
* Debris 10-20 mm max size or 10x30 mm and runways

Taxi ways and runways at less critical point 
* Debris 20-30 mm or 20x 50 mm

3.1.2 Speed of checking the critical areas.

* Today this is done manually from a car 1-2 times per day from a car.
* Future desires for a laser scanner preferable between 2 aircrafts in less 

90 seconds.

FOD grabber is not as fast as this and need some minutes to scan the 
area. Depending on resolution we are not as fast as this but can scan in 
something between 5-15 minutes per zone. This is anyway many times 
faster than today’s solutions.
We can operate when aircrafts are on runway as we can see this is 
debris of such a level that it has to be an aircraft. This gives a full test 
several times per hour compared to 1-2 times per day as is common 
today.
If we make mixed pattern we can speed up a lot. We can make a 10 cm 
resolution scan very fast and often for the large debris alarms.
Then we scan segments now and then and here we do this at highest 
resolution. From this we may see the dangerous debris pieces in 90 
seconds and smaller 10 mm pieces in 1 hour. This can be the best 
combination for this application.

3.2.  Typical demands of military airfields

Demands like commercial airfields but 50% smaller objects and lower 
speed at runways.
Test areas where engines are tested at ground.
Debris less 5 mm in diameter. Preferable 3 mm.
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High-speed turbines close on ground like F16 etc. eats dirt like a large 
vacuum cleaner and this erodes front edges of turbine blades.
Effects are so than when larger stones are involved this needs a 
disassembly of engines for checks only. It does also reduce lifetime and 
maintenance intervals and this is very costly.
Costs for fighter aircrafts are discussed to be over USD 200 000 per year 
and per engine. 
Speed is less critical in military applications but several times per day is 
a need.

3.3 Areas and distances checked by the FOD grabber design

We have a short and a long-range model. Short range can cower up to 
100 meter in distance (200 meter diameter circle). Long range can cower 
up to 350-meter distance (700 meter diameter circle).
Range depends on dimensions of debris we want to detect so we have 
to reduce the range depending on dimensions of debris to see.

.1 FOD-Grabber SR short range model

This is the short-range model and we estimate following ranges if airfield 
surface is good and flat with no corrugated rough surface

5 mm diameter debris max 50 meter in distance
10 mm debris max 100 meter in distance

3.3.2 FOD-Grabber LR long-range model

5 mm diameter debris at 50-meter distance
10 mm debris at max 100-meter distance
20 mm debris at max 200-meter distance
30 mm debris at max 300-meter distance.

3.4 Comments about resolution of FOD Grabber.

3.4.1 Over sampling range values and 3D values.

Scanning pattern has effects on resolution. We need 2 hits per smallest 
objects to make a correct alarm. This over sample is needed to be sure 
surface of debris make no tricks.

3.4.2 Hot areas versus less hot areas.

Resolution depends on scanning time. High resolution needs longer time 
to check the area.
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One way is to have a denser scanning in important areas and less dense 
pattern in less important areas. This gives better speed balanced to 
security demands.

3.4.3 Super dense scanning mode

One way to improve resolution is to scan very dense patterns with longer 
intervals a few times per day. In normal use we scan less dense for 
larger objects but at high speed.

3.5 Debris definition

Smaller is more sensitive and gives more false alarms. This is a fact and 
must be considered.
False alarms are always there. Objects like papers and leaves from trees 
are often making some problems and cause alarms. The 3D view can be 
used to sort away disturbances.
If an object is detected and we scan the area again a bit later and object 
has moved we can assume than a small moveable object is less heavy 
and wind moves it. This can be used as a sorting algorithm. Birds can be 
filtered the same way.

3.6 How to define scanned areas in an airport in a typical application

3.6.1 Commercial airport installation

They are often very large and have many runways etc to cower. 
Practically this ends in coverage of selected key areas only.  It is 
impossible too cower each square meter where an airport can move.

3.6.1.1 Key priority areas of the airfield.

* Landing strips at high velocity points where aircraft set down and take 
off. Here speed is highest and dangers highest. High resolution is 
needed here.  
Here we have vibrations and shocks in the fuselage so risk to drop 
something is higher here.

* Places where engines are speeded up in rotation. This is the high sub 
pressure vortex area where heavy metallic parts can lift up by the vortex 
into the engine. This area is not so dangerous but very costly when 
something happens.
We expect a 10 mm resolution is good too have in these areas.

* Landing strips in all other areas. Here resolution may be a little less but 
demands are high. We expect a 10- 20 mm is preferable here.

3.6.1.2 Interesting area but not key areas.
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* Taxi ways and parking areas. Speed is low and areas very large. Here 
the pilot can assist and see what is on runways.
We propose a scanner used at lower resolution in these areas. 10-30 
mm scanning can be OK in these areas.

3.6.2 Military airport installation.

* Same areas as commercial airports 

* Service and maintenance places. There are more works on aircrafts and 
risk to forget things are larger. Engine air intakes are often very close to 
ground and vortex can lift tools and other parts into the engine.
High rotational speed engines are less resistant to stone blasting so 
resolution shall be as high as possible.5 mm debris detection is very 
good to have here.

4 Options of the FOD Grabber system.

4.1 Protectomatic readers and what they do and offer.

If there are allowed cars and persons in the scanned area and they shall 
not be detected as debris this can be solved by the Protectomatic RFID 
reader solution.
We have a very long-range RFID reader operating at 200 meter or more 
in distance. Special models can reach 700 meter. All accepted objects, 
which can be there, must carry the RFID tagger, which is a thick ID card 
with transmitter inside. This can communicate with the LAN network 
where the RFID readers are beside the scanners. The RFID tag contains 
an ID number and information about the carrier.
When the scanner see this type of object and know the ID and approval 
too be there it do not alarm for the debris at all. Data are always logged 
and analyzed to be correct.
This can separate own staff from other unexpected visitors like terrorists 
etc.

4.2 Range gated camera Sealynx solution combined with FOD Grabber

There are many good reasons to add a high quality camera to the FOD 
grabber system. First we need to see what cause an alarm. Then there 
are always good reasons to have eyes on the airfield. We use same LAN 
functions for camera views and settings.
Night camera operating in an airport needs to fulfil a very high dynamic 
range, as areas are white lamps and dark corners in same view. The 
best solution is the range gated camera system capable to see in these 
difficult dynamic views.
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Range gated cameras are an active laser camera with a high speed 
range gated image intensifier which can handle the white spots and dark 
corners in same views. 

   

Range gated cameras of Lynx series are described in separate data sheets. 

4.3 Thermal cameras in combination with FOD Grabber. 

The thermal camera is an alternative to other cameras. The 24 hours 
capability and capability to see temperature differences is of high value.

  
Thermal images on top at long range. Aircrafts and 2 hidden persons at bottom.

  
5.0 Installation of scanner units at an airfield

5.1.  Scanner locations at an airfield.
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The scanners are the key elements of the system. The earlier described 
numbers tells how large areas each scanner can cower too get the 
desired resolution and functions. Select positions where the are no 
disturbances making hidden areas. Make a map of all and locate best 
positions of each scanner. Pls. also see the deviations in height so 
scanned areas are viewed from the location where the scanner is 
installed. V-shape of runways can create some problems here.

5.1.1 “The chair trick”. Practical way for checking best positions.

Take a chair and ask someone to sit on it. The chair shall be at position 
of the scanner. Eyes of the watcher shall be as high as the scanner is 
positioned.
Move eyes around and watch you can see what you want to see clearly. 
All checked surfaces must be viewed. Pls. see these are not hidden in 
any way. Scanner will see what your eyes can see.
In key areas ask someone too have a small lamp about same diameter 
as smallest debris you want to see. Walk around and have lamp in touch 
with surface all the time. Can the chair man see the lamp all the time? If 
lamp is visible the scanner can see the lamp.
If you use a walkie-talkie this saves a lot of time to control the lamp 
carrier. This is simple and reliable. No airport is shaped as what the map 
says. 
Pls. take extra care for vegetation and grass. This is not a constant 
shape and it grows.

5.1.2 Mount of the scanner

Nothing is perfect and has perfect long time stability. If the installation is 
in winter areas where soil freeze it needs special attention and a very 
deep cement mount.
If foundations move up and down this will give errors and problems. All 
moves more than what anyone can imagine. Water and frost play many 
tricks here.

5.1.2.1 Installation in areas with no frost and not below zero Degree C in 
temp.

Make a hole at lest 1.5 meter deep and make a foundation of at least 
500 kg concrete.
Use steel plate we support and see it is deep in the cement. Pls. fill the 
areas with gravel or sand that can evacuate water. Lakes around 
foundation are not good.

5.1.2.2 Installation in areas with frost and below zero temperature in the 
basement
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Depending on how deep frost can get down use at least 50 cm deeper 
hole. This is 2 meter in Stockholm Sweden. Pls.  See the concrete 
foundation is 1000 kg or more and use steel mount.

5.2 Hard ware installation of the scanner unit

Pls. use the steel plate in the cement and bolt the scanner on top of it. 
Fill oil into the cylinder around the bracket. This is to get an even 
temperature and no pointing errors f the scanner. We offer the oil filled 
brackets for best thermal stability.
There is a thermal insulation around the brackets to see that the sun 
heat do not twist the bracket and this needs to be perfectly installed 
around the bracket.
This seem bit drastic but keep in mind we shall keep a thermal stability of 
about 1 mm at 200 meter over years and this needs care.
Connect the cables to electronics cabinet and main power supply. If you 
use LAN connect these cables. LAN can be cable based or RFI injected 
into other power supply cables or a fibre based system.
See all marks on all cables and wiring diagrams. Check operating 
voltage before you connect the power supply.

5.3 Electrical connection of scanner and start up.

*  Turn on the system and see control lamps are OK.
*  Connect the service portable PC top LAN and check the system 

operates as specified.
* Check the camera with the service monitor.
* Make a test scan of the area with an image of the integrated camera. 
 Mark the desired scan area and make a high resolution scan.
* Show the image of the area in 3D software and by eyes sees this seems 

to be correct.
* This is a preliminary test. Reconnect to the LAN system and remove test 

systems.
* Scanner is now preliminary tested and OK and operates.

5.4 Net work of scanners and 3D appearance.

Do follow point 5-5.3 on all units and check same way. Put small targets 
in centre between scanned and over lapped areas. See all scanners, 
which shall see the areas do so. 

* Far away are most problems
* Most deviated areas can hide small objects. Check here with smallest 

debris so you can see them.
* Hidden areas in shadows. Are there any? Behind lamps etc. Check and 

think what can happen. Be negative as surprises are never positive.

5.5  LAN and the network
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This is a key to get all working as planned. Airports can have all from a 
few units to over 10-20 different scanners spread out over a large area. 
The LAN use standard parts from ordinary suppliers so this is known 
technology. Here each airport uses what they normally have.
For LAN we propose to have 3-Com when possible, as they are known 
to work and be a bit better.

5.5.1 Optional LAN over power line adapters. 

We have a solution for transmitting LAN over power lines. Airports do 
often have many cables for electrical supply. This can be lamps and 
sensors in the areas.
We have a solution for reliable high quality LAN over the 24-380 volt 
cables. This is very nice as we have some many already installed cables 
to use and this saves a lot of costs.

5.5.2 Fibre LAN network solution

State of the art is fibre-based systems. They are the best and have many 
advantages and are highly recommended

5.6  Scanner unit PC system controller

Each scanner has an own PC system making all heavy calculations. The 
stored data are in this PC and we propose a central back up system for 
these PC systems altogether.

5.6.1 PC in scanner unit. (Standard versions)

Here we have the PC in same unit as the scanner. The network from the 
central PC accesses them. This reduces data communication a lot and 
has some advantages.
All service of hard ware is done at scanner, which can be less flexible

5.6.2 PC in central unit (Special versions)

Here all PC systems are in the central. This give high demands as all 
control signals from all scanners are always on at full speed. This eats 
bandwidth on LAN. 10 scanners at 5000 HZ and images from cameras 
of each scanner is a lot to handle.
Advantage is that you have all PC systems in one room for service.

5.6.3 Scanner software for heavy mathematics.

This is special PC software running in Windows environment. Each 
s canner has this software for all calculations and operators interface.
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5.7 Central operators interface PC system

Central have a PC where all scanners can be read and controlled. This 
can also handle alarms and operators interface. This has special 
application software for the network of scanners. We ca have dedicated 
slave units so several locations can share this information like.

* Tower
* Runway cleaning staff and snow cleaning teams.
* Security officer
* Police about unwanted guests information

Central PC can also open the images created by the integrated camera 
unit without zoom. Central PC has a HD based database where we can 
store all information of interest.

5.8 Camera network solution with long range zoom.

All scanners have a special zoom camera with an IP address in a 
network. Each scanner has this camera and it can look at small objects 
at long range with its 120X zoom ratio.
This is a daytime camera and it cannot operate at nighttimes

If nighttimes are a demand we have a solution for this based on a range-
gated camera and active lasers.  Pls. see this as a separate matter. 
Product name is Sealynx systems. Pls. see separate data sheets for this 
option.

All zoom cameras have an IP address and a special PC where you can 
look at all images. Here we have a HD recorder so all events are stored 
on a HD drive for the future.
All events have a clocked time and camera info structure.
Camera control systems are independent of the 3D scanner data. These 
cameras can also be operated as surveillance cameras at the airfield.

6 Starting up the system at an air field

.1 Scanner start up.

Details in the special manuals, which is a step-by-step work. This is not 
very complicated but the definition of scanned areas is very important. 
Checking is also a key to secure the system operates as planned.

Key steps are as follows

• Use integrated camera to preset the scanned area by writing the area 
on the PC screen directly of the images of the scanned area.
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• Make a test scan of the area and look in the 3D viewer that it appears 
correct and match what is needed. This is easily viewed in the 
portable service PC preferable used when this work is done.

• Test targets are a typical object, which match what you want to detect 
and is just below the smallest detectable object you always want to 
detect. Depending on what is best you can select a part of an aircraft 
or just a stone, which is typical for what, is predictable as debris. This 
is a master element and must be stored carefully and be traceable all 
over the lifetime of the system. Use this for resolution tests of the 
system. We propose you create a manual for this where all tests are 
written down in detail with results.

• Position the master debris or preferable several masters in the farest 
corners you must scan. Scan the area and use the 3D viewer and 
see on the PC screen that you can see them with no problems. Store 
the images in the PC and the data base for the future

• Check the area and look for groves and deep areas where the 
surface may be in shadow of the scanner. Position the targets here 
and do as the earlier step. They shall be detectable everywhere in the 
area.

• Check areas between lamps and static objects installed on the 
runway. See they do not hide the master targets.

• The scanner is now tested and in operation. Pls. sign all related 
papers this is done and what results are.

.2 Generating a master 3D map of the area

*7 Technical specifications in detail

7.1 Scanner unit detailed technical specifications

7.1.1 Scanner head

Scanner has a separate manual with far more details. These are typical 
key values of interest.

Dimensions    300x300x500 mm with bracket
Roof and weather protection  Diameter 500 mm
Weight    About 20 kg
Encapsulation protection level   IP 53 electrical encapsulation
Materials     Stainless steel, plastic and 
aluminium
Windows    BK 7 glass

Input voltage / Operating voltage  230 volt AC 50 Hz or options
Voltage fluctuations   +- 10 %
Power consumption   100W ex PC system
    250 W with dedicated PC system
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Ambient temperature  0 to + 40 degree with full 
specifications

High temp option + 50 degree operating temperature 
+ sun shields for heat radiation on 
the casing from the sun

Low temp option   - 50 degree with special heater
Laser Q-Switched diode pumped YAG 

laser
Wavelength    532 nm green light
Laser safety class   Class 2 or 3R  to EN standards 
Laser safety approval standard IEC 60825-1 and 21CFR&1041.10V
Visibility Green but hard to see by the eyes 
Focus of laser beam Laser beam have automatic focus 

to smallest diameter on all ranges
Pulse repetition rate 5000 Hz
Pulse length   About 1 nano second
Beam diameter  Less 10 mm at 100 meter in 

distance
Range finder Time of flight design
Max theoretical range Up to 700 meter
Practical range to large targets SR model 100 meters
 LR model 350 meter 
Measuring speed 5000 Hz
Distance accuracy Between 3 and 10 mm
Shortest range 3 meters
Multi shot and over sampling One point can be several shots on 

demand
 
7.1.2 Scanning mechanics

Scanning angles 360 degree horizontally right and 
left or more .60 degree vertically up 
and down or more

Scanning speed   Over 30 degree per sec.
Scanning resolution Better than 3 mm at 100 meter in 

distance all directions 32 mili-
radians

.3 Bracket and Mount  

Mount 4X M 10 threads + kick off joint for accidental protection if crashed so it is 
cutted off easily with less damage on aircraft structures
Insulation 50 mm thick thermal barrier in 

urethane foam
Heat distributor Liquid bath of 1 litre water + glycol 

mixture.
Weight    About 15 Kg totally
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7.2 Integrated camera unit  and external camera unit

Integrated camera unit for daytime 
viewing.

CCD array Colour image digitized by internal 
micro processor

Resolution 768x576 pixels image format
Zoom ratio Max 5,5 times zoom
Mosaic function Auto mosaic of several images to 

max 9 Mega pixel image size
Connection Camera available under the IP 

address of the scanner unit

External Zoom camera unit External CCD camera with an own 
IP address on top the scanner unit

Zoom ratio     128 X Zoom ratio
Focus    Auto focus
Iris    Auto Iris

7.1.5 Pan and tilt  camera unit   

Pan and tilt angles   360 degree horizontally 
60 degree vertically

Pan speed    Over 60 degree / sec or less.
Spectra    Visible and near IR area of spectra
Pixels    440 K pix / 480 TV lines PAL
Control All controls over IP communication 

and web browser style programme 
in a remote PC system.

Dimensions    Diameter 150 mm Length 250 mm
Weight    5 Kg
Input voltage   From scanner electronic module. 
Low voltage DC

7.1.6 Scanner PC unit   

Location In separate cabinet beside scanner 
or in the central

Type PC with 2800 MHz or more + 512 
MB ram + 200 GB  
HD drive. Industrial style PC 
system.

Communication TCP/IP between scanner and PC 
and TCP/IP between PC and main 
system

Cabinet    Steel cabinet IP 54 protection level
Dimensions    350x450x150 mm
Weight    About 10 kg
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Power supply Cabinet includes some parts for the 
scanner like power supply, 
insulation power supply. 

Modem for LAN etc. Integrated ESD and transient 
protection in all models.

.7 Central PC unit

Location somewhere in the airport buildings like in a computer hall. This 
is a standard PC system with software and LAN communication.

Special features of PC central unit

• Back up battery system included with alarm functions
• Raid style double HD drives with high security level
• LAN and W-LAN  interface to all external units
• Encrypted communication to all units
• Fail safe thinking so all problems are warned on screen and gives 

alarms
• Cable checking and alarms on sensors if wanted. Hard to manipulate 

thinking and hard ware
• Rack mounted design 19 inch size
• 19 inch TFT screen included

.8 Net work

All systems communicate by a network as LAN for the normal PC standards. We use 
encryption and redundant solutions to increase security. All airports are different and 
we have several solutions for cables.

Technology used for transmission

• LAN by cables and fibres of standard design
• W-LAN at 3,5 GHZ and 5.6 GHZ areas and if preferred the more 

crowded 2,4 GHZ bands of radio communication. 2,4 GHZ is now 
often filled up and this can create some problems. By this reason the 
less used new ands have advantages

• Carrier frequency systems where we use normal electrical cables for 
the net work. Here we can use lamp cables etc. that already are 
there. Pls. compare the home plug standard solutions for network 
systems.

• Leaky cable designs where we have a short bit of W-LAN and the 
leaky cable in the area. This is a nice combination of LAN and W-
LAN.

8 Quality control of the FOD grabber system 
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FOD Grabber is an excellent tool for quality control of works at airport 
about debris problems. As it operates independent of persons and store 
all in a database it is easy to trace performance and quality of what it do.
Reference debris can be installed beside the area or in the area and on 
demand you can ask for a debris check in these areas. Then the scanner 
can give an alarm that they are detected. This is check mode and is a 
special command (option) to check the system. This can be ordered 
some times per day to check.
In normal mode these targets are excluded and do not give alarms.

The key is that the system checks it self and save what the results are 
for the future. All disturbances give alarms to operators that must be 
confirmed. This guarantee the system cannot operate badly while 
operators guess all is OK. Problems are alarms. Manipulation of cables 
creates alarms.
High-level auto checking is a must in today’s situation where operators 
sometimes have far too much to do.

9 ISO 9000 and validation of the funktion and operation

ISO 9000 and other quality standards is a demand today in most areas 
like airports. FOD Grabber is designed to support ISO 9000 thinking in 
several ways.

• FOD Grabber store all readings for the future on hard discs and back 
up systems in an other location

• FOD Grabber can create statistics about what has happened for 
analyze

• All events can be logged; time stamped and can include camera 
images of what happened. All in the network related to the incident is 
available for the future.

• FOD Grabber saves split information like snow matters are in one file 
and debris in an other file. These are sometimes separate 
departments and accounts. Flexibility is the key.

10 Attachments, special images and graphics.

Here we have some attachments and images of special interest. They are related to 
the application and FOD grabber in some ways.
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Image of a paper created by Boeing about debris and its effects on air crafts. This is 
available on internet  and immaterial rights are owned by Boeing.
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